openSUSE Leap 15.0 - action #24756
enable iso syncing to openQA
2017-09-07 12:19 - lnussel

Status:

Closed

Start date:

2017-08-07

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

2017-10-13

Assignee:

okurz

% Done:

100%

Category:

QA

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Working

Description
the rsync.pl script needs to be adjust to sync the isos to openQA
when doing that the directory for changes needs to be created
# cd /var/lib/snapshot-changes/opensuse/
# mkdir 15.0
# chown factory-news 15.0
# setfacl -m u:geekotest:rwx 15.0
run rsync.pl and make sure an entry is created in snapshot-changes. Then symlink the current build:

sudo -u geekotest BUILDNR current
edit /etc/apache2/conf.d/factory-package-news.conf for the new release
Related issues:
Copied from openSUSE Leap 42.3 Release - action #14916: enable iso syncing to...

Resolved

2016-11-21

2016-12-31

Copied to openSUSE Leap 15.1 - action #37141: enable iso syncing to openQA

Resolved

2018-06-03

2018-06-29

History
#1 - 2017-09-07 12:19 - lnussel
- Copied from action #14916: enable iso syncing to openQA added
#2 - 2017-09-07 13:00 - okurz
- Category changed from Release Engineering to Infrastructure
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to okurz
https://gitlab.suse.de/openqa/scripts/merge_requests/125
#3 - 2017-09-12 19:23 - okurz
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback
MR not merged, haven't received any feedback so far.
#4 - 2017-09-21 06:24 - okurz
- Due date changed from 2017-09-16 to 2017-09-29
according to coolo the overall OBS project setup is barely setup. The MR is still dangling and IIUC can only be properly tested after the OBS repo is
setup -> bumping due date to delay reminders
#5 - 2017-10-06 15:47 - lnussel
- Due date changed from 2017-09-29 to 2017-10-13
- Category changed from Infrastructure to QA
ring1 and two now build a dvd so that part can enabled
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#6 - 2017-10-10 11:36 - lnussel
Meanwhile I got the new pkglist generator running. The location for the DVDs changes therefore. Rings and Stagings now have the DVD in
000product instead of Test-DVD-x86_64, e.g
osc ls -b openSUSE:Leap:15.0:Staging:A/000product/ -r images
_channel
_statistics
openSUSE-Leap-15.0-DVD-x86_64-Build3.2-Media.iso
openSUSE-Leap-15.0-DVD-x86_64-Build3.2-Media.iso.sha256
openSUSE-Leap-15.0-DVD-x86_64-Build3.2-Media.report
ie /build/openSUSE:Leap:15.0:Staging:A/images/x86_64/000product/ in rsync
#7 - 2017-10-11 07:51 - okurz
MR updated. It seems we have a problem with the repo syncing. The iso is fine:
rsync: link_stat "/build/openSUSE:Leap:15.0/images/local/000product:openSUSE-ftp-ftp-x86_64/openSUSE-15.0-x86_
64-Build22.4-Media1/media.1/build" (in opensuse-internal) failed: No such file or directory (2)
rsync error: some files/attrs were not transferred (see previous errors) (code 23) at main.c(1652) [Receiver=3
.1.0]
rsync failed at ./rsync.pl line 488.
reposync rsync://openqa@obs-backend.publish.opensuse.org/opensuse-internal/build//openSUSE:Leap:15.0/images/lo
cal/*product:openSUSE-ftp-ftp-x86_64/openSUSE-*-Media2/
-> openSUSE-15.0-oss-i586-x86_64-Snapshot23.1-debuginfo
rsync: link_stat "/build/openSUSE:Leap:15.0/images/local/000product:openSUSE-ftp-ftp-x86_64/openSUSE-15.0-x86_
64-Build22.4-Media2/media.1/build" (in opensuse-internal) failed: No such file or directory (2)
rsync error: some files/attrs were not transferred (see previous errors) (code 23) at main.c(1652) [Receiver=3
.1.0]
rsync failed at ./rsync.pl line 488.
#8 - 2017-10-11 08:18 - okurz
MR updated for parsing 'media.1/media', repo should sync fine now as well
#9 - 2017-10-12 08:56 - lnussel
- Status changed from Feedback to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
looks working
#10 - 2017-10-17 15:00 - lnussel
- Description updated
#11 - 2017-10-17 15:00 - lnussel
- Description updated
#12 - 2017-11-02 08:24 - lnussel
- Description updated
#13 - 2018-06-12 13:02 - lnussel
- Copied to action #37141: enable iso syncing to openQA added
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